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The Goose Creek Men

Founding Fathers of the Deep South
T

he founding fathers of the Deep South landed in the Carolina Colony in 1670.1 The seafarers on that
first ship, as well as immigrants arriving to Carolina in subsequent months and years, pushed inland
from the briny tidal lands of the Charles Towne peninsula to claim swathes of arable soil spanning both
sides of “A Broad, Stately Creeke [sic]…” 2 They later named the creek “Goose Creek,” and the first families
who settled in that watershed allied strategically to form a political party that contemporaries tagged the
“Goose Creek Men.”
These Goose Creek immigrants arrived from Barbados, an island in the Caribbean Sea that was “the richest and most horrifying society in the English-speaking world,” 3 and a place notorious for its inhumanity. 4 In pursuit of fortunes, the Goose Creek Men brought the brutal Barbadian slave-based culture with
them to British North America, where they implanted a strict caste system, a land-based aristocracy, and a
myriad of ostentatious behaviors that soon characterized Charles Towne and its surrounding lowlands.
Eventually, the Goose Creek Men militarily overwhelmed the entire colony, and near the end of their 50year political reign, the imported Barbadian culture diffused beyond South Carolina into North Carolina
and Georgia, and by extension, it eventually tainted all of the southern colonies in British North America.
The Barbadian slave-based traditions survived the American Revolution to seep into the cotton states in
the young republic until confrontation with northern political forces triggered military confrontation.
Bitter Civil War halted the expansion of the Deep South culture, but many traits imported to Goose Creek
from Barbados persist, to be defended by some and reviled by others, unto the modern era.

T

Conceived in England

he fundamental elements of Deep South culture
were conceived in England, born in the Caribbean sugar islands and reared from its cradle in
Goose Creek, South Carolina to expand throughout
the southern sections of North America. William
the Conqueror launched the Norman Conquest in
1066, and while he reigned as King of England, he
established societal racism, caste stigmas, ostentatious lifestyles, oligarchical rule, primogeniture
land rights and expansive militarism; all of which
infused a culture that eventually exported to the
New World.
Some historians claim that William’s conquest
of England evoked the most radical alteration in
European lifestyles between the Fall of Rome and
the 20th century. Incredibly, the cultural changes
forged during his tenure resonated for almost a
millennium.

William’s reign imposed a “Norman yoke” 5 on
the native Anglo-Saxons and other tribes, forging
a non-compromising caste system dominated by
the “purer” Norman invaders from the European
mainland. After conquest and dominance over the
lesser tribes, William did not integrate his various
domains into one empire, but administered each
separately, perpetuating a sense of self-reliance
and independence among the many separate and
prominent estates, some of which continues in
familial lineage to this day.
After the demise of William the Conqueror, all
of Normandy, France conveyed to his eldest son,
Robert; his second surviving son, William, received
all of England. The custom and later law of primogeniture and entail prevailed thereafter as the
predominant method of land inheritance, whereby
the entire estate passed to the eldest son. 6 Such
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At left, the seal of Richard the Lionhearted contains symbols connecting to the Crusades. His
seal contains a crescent moon, with a
star-shaped image above the moon. The
crescent moon referenced King Richard’s
crusade to the Near East.
Below, William the Conqueror, son of the Duke
of Normandy, was born in 1028. When his father
died in 1035, William became the heir to the
throne. A detail of the Bayeux Tapestry shown
above presents the story of William the
Conqueror and the pivotal battle of Hastings in
1066.

land conveyance sustained the grand dominions of
prominent English families, but it also prompted
adventurous younger sons to depart the family
domain in pursuit of untitled properties beyond
the seas. This resulted in an expansionistic spirit of
conquest that prevailed for centuries. For example,
Richard the Lionhearted, a famous second son of
the 12th century, charted a crusade to the near
east. Victorious King Richard returned from his

venture with the heraldic crescent moon that was
adopted as the cadence mark for the second son of
a prevailing family. 7
The expansionistic and militaristic spirit spurred
the knights to the near east, and fueled and sustained new generations of second sons who carried
varied family crests, some with the heraldic cadence moon, to distant lands including the irresistible sugar islands of the Caribbean Sea.
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Richard Ligon drew the above map of Barbados entitled A topographical Description and Admeasurement of the
Land of Barbados in the West Indies with the Names of Several Plantations, for his book, A true and exact history
of the island of Barbados: illustrated with a map of the island… London: 1673.

C

Born in the Caribbean

onceived in England, the invading Norman culture was birthed in the English speaking sugar
islands of the Caribbean. Sir William Berkeley,
Proprietor, encouraged the migration of younger
sons to the islands to develop family estates and
thereby reap fortunes.8 During the winter of 1636,
a ship bearing a consignment of 61 enslaved men
and women departed Ireland destined for the expanding sugar plantations in Barbados. Barbadian
planters eagerly purchased those who survived the
voyage, for 450 pounds of sugar each. That first

trickle of bound humanity into a sugar exchange
rapidly spewed a torrent of imported Irish slaves
to till more land and glean greater profits. Seizing
upon an opportunity to make money and dominate
politically, King James I of England encouraged an
ethnic purge of Ireland by ordering his forces to
“Root out Papists [Catholics], plant Ireland with
Puritans and then secure it.” 9
During the 1650s, over 100,000 Irish children
between the ages of 10 and 14 years were taken
from their parents and sold to ship captains bound
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A detail of “Islands of the Caribbean” describes a section of the Atlantic Ocean and the Caribbean Sea. An arrow
added to this image indicates the location of Barbados on the far right margin.

for the sugar plantations. Barbadian and Virginian planters purchased 52,000 Irish women with
children, and an additional 30,000 Irish men and
women were conveyed to the highest bidder. It was
an immensely lucrative business, because Irish
slaves sold in Barbados for £10 to £35 each and the
women kept a bonus value of breeding more slave
children. The whole sordid affair shocked many
contemporaries, but the lucrative market trumped
morality as the planters dehumanized the subclasses in Barbados, as did their Norman forbearers centuries before, and employed the debased worker
like a tool, a machine or an animal. They called the
bound workers, “Red legs,” and in 1689, the governor of Barbados, James Kendall, said the Irish Red
Legs were “…used like dogs.” 10
With great expanses of land and immense num-

bers of slaves, the leading families formed an
impenetrable oligarchy in Barbados, and through it
controlled the wealth and power of the entire colony. Those brazen families flaunted their unabashed
lifestyles, blatant immorality, arrogant behaviors
and excessive displays of wealth throughout the
empire to greatly influence and garner political
power across the Atlantic in the British Parliament
and Royal Court.11 “The stark dichotomy between
the all-powerful sugar magnate and his abject army
of black bondsmen was the ultimate expression in
17th-century English society of man’s strenuous
search for wealth …” 12 The Barbadian empire-wide
reputation prompted the renowned philosopher
John Locke to warn, “The Barbadians endeavor to
rule all.” 13
The Barbadian oligarchs reigned with money and
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A detail of the Ligon Map of Barbados esteems the apprehension of African slaves on the sugar island. The image appears
on a map entitled, A Topographical Description and
Admeasurement of the Land of Barbados in the West Indies
with the Names of Several Plantations.

influence wrenched from slave labor: first indentured servants, then Irish and Scottish slaves, and
later augmented with kidnapped men, women and
children. Slavers kidnapped so many from England that the verb, “Barbadosed” meaning “to be
abducted,” entered the vernacular then, as “Shanghaied” appeared in the 20th century lexicon. As
the plantations expanded and workers perished,
slavers resorted to importing thousands of Africans
who they worked like expendable animals.14 They
“turned their small islands into amazingly effective
sugar-production machines…”15 but the Barbadian
experience ineradicably “altered English behavior,
values, and ideas…” 16
The Barbadian planters turned their backs on the
idea of representative legislatures in order to con-

vert the assemblies into platforms for the master
class. They sabotaged the militia system because it
interfered with sugar production, muzzled religion
in order to prevent slave unrest, made common law
a mockery by withholding due process from
three-fourths of the population, and scoffed at education.17 These are the leaders who sailed to Carolina
and settled in Goose Creek.18
Within that horrid context, the cultivated acreage
expanded in Barbados until few untilled fields remained, pressuring younger sons of the prominent
families to seek territory elsewhere. At first, some
relocated to other English islands in the Caribbean,
but the vastness spanning the shores of Carolina
hailed most heartedly to the boldest sons of Barbados.

5

Goose Creek: Cradle of the Deep South
T
he Barbadian lifestyles drove the second sons
to Carolina, where they acquired large estates
in Goose Creek near Charles Towne. In Carolina,
they embraced the imported Barbadian culture and
united politically to dominate the colony for half a
century. Their grand estates along Goose Creek and
its environs provided a cradle where the imported
lifestyle spawned the “Deep South culture” in North
America. The immigrants claimed large acreages
where they experimented with wealth producing
endeavors, established trade and alliances with native tribes, cleared, planted and reaped huge harvests of rice, and always sought more slaves, more
land, and more innovative ways to enrich their
coffers, such as a robust pirate trade. The initial
opportunities came in the form of land grants from
the Lord Proprietors, who owned and managed the
colony from afar.
The Lords Proprietors of Carolina issued instructions for granting land to heads of households in
1669, a year before the arrival of the first immigrants to Carolina. During the subsequent 50 years,
these instructions were revised from time to time,
but remained essentially the same: The “worthy”
settler, typically a son of a prevailing family with
expendable wealth, appeared before the Governor
and Council to request land. The governor issued
a warrant to capable immigrants and the Surveyor
General made a plat. When the warrant with plat
was properly certified, signed and recorded, the
settler became a landowner in Carolina. In this
manner, a new form of nobility emerged, founded
upon land ownership and in accordance with the
fundamental belief of philosopher John Locke, who
authored the Fundamental Constitution for the Proprietors. He believed that “all power and dominion
is most naturally founded on property.” 19
“Property” included slaves, and the leading plant-

ers imported large numbers of Africans who within
a few years accounted for a quarter of the Carolina
population. The prosperous Barbadians formed the
Goose Creek political cadre, and used their wealth
to dominate the society evoking angst in some
quarters from the onset. For example, one year
after the first ship brought Barbadians to Carolina,
Carolina Governor West wrote to Proprietor Lord
Ashley in England:
wee [sic] find that one of our servants brought out
of England is worth 2 of ye Barbadians, for they are
soe [sic] much addicted to Rum, that they will doe
[sic] little whilst the bottle is at their nose…12

In retort, Lord Ashley supported the proprietary
plan of attracting members of prominent families,
especially Barbadians, who brought investment
capital and valuable slaves into the colony that
might quickly reap profits from the virgin soils.
Lord Ashley replied, “The poorer settlers serve only
to fill up numbers and live upon us.” 13
The Barbadian settlers were mostly members of
the propertied class. They held to the sanctioned
Anglican Church, shared similar political views, and
possessed planting experiences, slaves and investment capital. They subjugated the other settlers
to a lesser class whom they considered unworthy,
and generally opposed any and all authority that
slowed their ascent to greater power and largess:
be it the governor, a proprietor, fellow immigrants
from an unsanctioned origin, or laws that impeded
their pursuits.
These attitudes and behaviors directly projected
the Barbadian culture conceived in William the
Conqueror’s England, born in the Caribbean sugar
islands, and implanted by large proprietary land
grants in Goose Creek.20

History comes alive in Goose Creek, SC!
www.CityofGooseCreek.com
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This detail of a plat describes a section of Yeamans Hall on Goose Creek. The property was the closest estate to
Charleston Harbor above the tidal salt-line. The settlement shown at the bottom left of center indicates a manor
house flanked by slave quarters and utility barns and workshops. The settlement includes a “Garden” and
“Family Cemetery.” Salt marshes are indicated as well as a “Brick Bluff.” A thick layer of subsurface clay
supplied ample building materials. The plat was drawn from a survey made by “J.P,” probably Joseph Purcell, in
1786. Henry A.M. Smith traced the original plat. The tracing is among the collections of The S.C. Historical
Society in Charleston. The original McCrady plat no. 4263 is on microfilm at the Charleston County Library.

I

Goose Creek Land Grants

n 1671, Sir John Yeamans arrived in Carolina
with 50 Barbadians, one year after the first ship
dropped anchor off Charles Towne. Yeamans was
a second son of a wealthy brewer in England, and
migrated to Barbados as a young man, where he
became an English colonial administrator. A contemporary described him as “a pirate ashore” 21 in
Barbados and he sailed to Carolina in search of

planting grounds. Soon after arriving in Carolina, he
organized his fellow immigrants into the “Barbados
Party,” to impose as much control over the available
resources as possible, but he died before acquiring
his coveted new world land in Carolina. Upon his
death, the proprietors issued a warrant and grant
of land to John Yeamans’ widow, Lady Margaret
Yeamans, in 1675. Those 1,070 acres lay on “Yea-
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mans his Creek in Ittiwan River,” 22 an early reference to Goose Creek and the Cooper River.
While many of the northern colonial settlements
were created with the “explicit purpose of founding a new society, unadulterated by the evils of
Europe,” 23 the immigrants from Barbados patterned their lives after the English landed gentry,
and erected houses reflecting old world models.24
Yeamans Hall was built circa 1695 for the second
Landgrave Thomas Smith, son of the original home
builder of Medway Plantation on Back River. Yeamans Hall was a two-story, seven-bay brick abode
with a hip roof, two end chimneys and a one-story
piazza across the entire front. 25 Such a grand home
overlooking the water was the epitome of the preferred flamboyant lifestyle in Carolina.
The governor soon after issued more warrants to
Barbadians for land on Goose Creek including William Murele, William Perryman,26 Samuel Hartley
and Lewis Lansac. 27 Soon known as the Goose
Creek Men, these Barbadian settlers politically allied with new families arriving steadily, and erecting settlements along both sides of Goose Creek
and soon reaching along the Ashley and Cooper

Rivers.
The immigrants sought arable land laying upon
fresh water nearest to Charles Towne Harbor for
safety and convenience. Thus, they settled along the
navigable shores above the tidal intrusion zones of
Goose Creek. After those vicinities were occupied,
the governor awarded land grants farther inland
along navigable Foster Creek, Back River and the
Cooper and Ashley Rivers. Finally, settlers occupied
available acreage on the non-navigable headwaters
of each of those waterways.
Within eight years of the first ship from Barbados,
immigrants occupied all of the Goose Creek watershed,28 but the political alliance that persisted for
half a century eventually included wealthy landowners settled along the Ashley and Cooper Rivers,
reaching to and beyond the Cooper River “Tee,” 29
22 miles inland. Maurice Mathews, a Goose Creek
settler and Charleston merchant, reported in
1680, merely 10 years after the first ship arrived
from Barbados, that 115 [white] men worked
their plantations on Goose Creek and neighboring
Back River, including the prosperous Middleton
brothers. 30

A detail of the 1716 plat shown at right describes domesticated
animals, barns and the original manor house at The Oaks
Plantation. An arrow added to this publication identifies The
Oaks manor house. The original part of the Edward Middleton
house at The Oaks was likely built in the last decades of the 17th
century. It is drawn here as a sizable seven or eight bay abode
with one story on a high basement and dormers indicating a
second floor. 33
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A survey conducted on 11-10-1716 produced this drawing describing 1,630 acres of land on Goose Creek granted
to Edward Middleton in 1680. The plat describes The Oaks Plantation manor house, outbuildings and vicinity, and
identifies the “Goose Creek Bridge,” “The High Roade [sic]” into Goose Creek, “The Roade [sic] to Boochaw,”
animals, a horseman and a two-story parsonage that defies other descriptions. The image depicts the
original granted plantation land bounding “The High Roade [sic] “ to the east, “Mr. Benjamin Gibbes” at
Bloomfield (Broom Hall), and “Ralph Izard Esq., [the Elms] his land,” on the west. The plat was drawn from a
survey made by John Herbert, Deputy Surveyor in 1716. The plat is among the collections of the South Carolina
Historical Society in Charleston.

A

The Oaks

rthur Middleton owned shares in two sailing ships that rushed merchandise including
Africans to the Caribbean, and he and his brother,
Edward, grew wealthy from the Atlantic trade.
These two younger sons of Benjamin Middleton of
Barbados relocated to land in Carolina that rivaled
the size of ancestral estates of the noblest families
of Europe.
Arthur arrived at Oyster Point in Charleston on
the vessel “Plantacon” in 1679 and successfully

applied for 1,780 acres of “Yeshoe [Otranto].” 31
That year, Edward led a menagerie of burden
men, packhorses and animals inland to ford Goose
Creek headwaters and settle “The Oaks Plantation,” a 1,630-acre tract on the eastern side of the
creek, contiguous to Yeshoe. He sent for his wife,
Sara Dewes Fowell in Barbados, and planted an
avenue of stripling oak trees that boldly parallel
the main avenue today.
At a meeting of the Grand Council in 1678, it was

9

A contemporary photograph shows the mature oak trees lining the main avenue to the 19th century The Oaks
Plantation Manor House. The 19th century structure stands on the footprint of the original Middleton Manor.
Massive original brick foundation walls were exposed and built upon in this contemporary construction. 34

resolved that Mr. Edward Middleton might take up
“his greate lotte of land” on “the upper part of Adthan Creek [Goose Creek].” 32 The governor issued
another warrant the following year to “lay out”

more acreage for Middleton and on November
14, 1680 a formal grant conveyed 1,000 acres at
the head of Goose Creek that became Broom Hall
(later Bloomfield) Plantation.
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A contemporary photograph shows the Otranto house overlooking Goose Creek. Immigrant Arthur Middleton
acquired “Yeshoe,” later named Otranto, soon after his arrival in 1679. This house is likely the one depicted in the
1672 Culpeper map of the area and mentioned in Middleton’s marriage settlement of 1682.35 The photograph is
among the collections of the author.

A

Otranto

rthur Middleton of Yeshoe [Otranto] married
widow Mary Smith, acquired her estate and ascended as a leading personality in the young colony.
He built a principal dwelling on his property circa
1682, served as Deputy Proprietor and sought a reliable export to pad his large pockets. He intended
to grow cotton and extract its seed oil but lucrative

Native American trade trumped those efforts.
Middleton traded imported items for deer skins,
drove his cattle to butchers in Charleston, and
floated products of his fields along Goose Creek to
ship captains at anchor in Charleston Harbor.
Arthur died in 1685 at the age of 38, leaving childless Mary sole owner of Yeshoe [Otranto] Plantation.
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Thomas Middleton painted this water color image of the Elms in 1817. The image is courtesy of the South
Carolina Historical Society in Charleston.

W

The Elms

hen widow Mary Middleton married her
neighbor Ralph Izard, they resided in the
Middleton home at Yeshoe, but their combined
properties shone among the foremost in Carolina.
Patriarch Ralph Izard arrived in the province in
1682 and received a modest grant,36 but his son
acquired several more conveyances that collectively
formed the beautiful Elms plantation estate, which
he owned until his death.
The Izards lived in lavish style. They kept meticulous grounds, and a five-acre formal “pleasure garden” that graced an impeccable lawn that spread in
all directions around a brick-lined spring. Regarding the manor house, a visitor wrote:
The mansion fronts south; & consists of a parallelo-

gram & projections with a one story piazza South, &
a two story piazza North. The northern is a beautiful
recess, leading into a spacious entry, connected with
the principal apartments.37
The elegant home featured a library with “thousands of books,” an octagonal drawing room, and a
hall “30 by 20 feet” with “elegant marble furniture
… artificial glass flowers” and musical instruments.
One visitor recalled that the “mansion” was merely
a country home pleasantly designed and charmingly set among “a fine plantation of Elm trees” from
which he claimed the plantation moniker derived.38
The Izard family enjoyed several country resorts,
with comfortable abodes and fine gardens of “taste
and beauty,” 39 including 1,200 acres at “The Camp.”
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The image describes the ruins of the Elms Plantation Manor circa 1935. The unidentified boy in knickers sitting
on a section of fallen column gives perspective to the massive brick structure. Plastered brick columns framed
the looming edifice with arch windows and passages. The image is courtesy of the South Carolina Historical
Society.

The Camp was built in 1718 at a spring near Ten
Mile House on the “Broad Path” from Charleston.
The Izard family embossed their coat of arms in
plaster on various sections of the exterior of the

house to trumpet their English ancestry.40 Ralph
Izard referred to “plaster headed house-hold Gods” 41
and a descendent described “…a stucco shield in the
front pediment.” 42
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A detail of a drawing shows the Crowfield house and gardens. The image is taken from Samuel Gaillard Stoney,
Plantations of the Carolina Low Country, New York, Dover Publications Inc. 1938, p. 123.

T

Crowfield

he Lord Proprietors attracted men of ingenuity to increase the worth of the lands, as well as
the volume and value of exports. But the year they
issued the last two tracks of Goose Creek property
in 1701,43 the Goose Creek Men were rising to their
epitome of political control, and the proprietors’
profits persistently dwindled. The worried proprietors awarded 1,800 acres, the last property on the
Goose Creek headwaters, to John Berringer hoping he would develop the untapped forests, export
something of value, and temper the roiling Goose
Creek politicians.
An ideal candidate for a land grant, John Berringer
was a shrewd businessman who possessed sufficient wealth to purchase the labor and accoutrements required to clear, plant and harvest virgin
properties. He was a trusted and stalwart Englishman from the first ship to Carolina from Barbados,
and as a teenager, he came ashore with his sister
Margaret, step-daughter of Governor John Yeamans.
However, he lived on his Goose Creek headwater
properties for only a short time before perishing on
a military expedition.44 Subsequently, his sister received ownership and sold all of it to Colonel John
Gibbes, also of Barbados. 45
John Gibbes was a man of some prestige in Barbados where he was elected a member of the Assem-

bly several times, but he moved to Goose Creek and
resided there until he died and was buried in the St.
James Goose Creek Church yard in 1711. A tablet
along with his coat of arms displayed for many
decades in the Church.46 As did the other Barbadian born aristocrats in Goose Creek, John Gibbes
touted his genetic associations with English knights
and nobles of old by displaying their coats of arms
in their manor homes including imprinting it on
their imported French porcelain and silver. 47 These
displays sometimes featured the heraldic crescent
moon, the cadence symbol of the second son touted
by the Norman descendants of England and popularized by Richard the Lionhearted.48
After John Gibbes’ demise, his son John inherited
the property, but after keeping it for 11 years he
conveyed it in sections. He sold 1,440 acres to Arthur Middleton of the neighboring The Oaks Plantation for £4,000.49 Five years hence, Arthur conveyed
it to his eldest son, William Middleton, older brother of Henry of Middleton Place on the Ashley River.
William Middleton built the grand manor and
gardens, and granted the “Crowfield” moniker to
replicate the status and ambiance of his greataunt’s Crowfield Hall, in County Suffolk, England.
He described his, “Capital Mansion…with twelve
good rooms with fire places in each, besides four in
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the basement with fire places.” 50
Crowfield Plantation, on the headwaters of Goose
Creek and Middleton Place on the Ashley River,
were the best-accommodated plantations of colonial Carolina. The renowned Middleton family
owned both grand places, and each of the estates
featured elegant gardens, water displays, flowing
lawns, shady avenues and stately brick mansions.
Some exalted Crowfield as the most “elaborately
beautiful place in the province,” and when Crow-

B

Schenckinghs

arnard Schenckingh, his bride Elizabeth, two
sons and three daughters emigrated from Barbados to work the forests between Red Bank Road
and Goose Creek, south of The Oaks Plantation.
A successful herdsman, he free-grazed cattle and
sheep on the rich sub-tropical fauna and watered
the herds along a convenient freshwater stream
that nearly bisected his property. He forced the
fattened livestock across the shallows and drove
them along the narrow packhorse trail to butchers in Charleston, making the 16-mile route wider,
muddier, and deeply pockmarked by innumerable
hooves.

T

field ascended more than a decade before the
famed Middleton Place, it reigned with unmatched
panache and grandly touted its moniker on both
sides of the Atlantic. An Englishman residing in
Charleston wrote during this era that South Carolina “is now become one of the most opulent and
thriving among the British Colonies. The men and
women who have a right to the class of gentry (who
are more numerous here than any other colony in
North America), dress with elegance and neatness.” 51

Barnard and Elizabeth Schenckingh claimed the
last tract of land along passable depths of Goose
Creek, but later arrivals coveted the fertile soils
on the banks of its non-navigable headwaters, and
others sought the deep woods on nearby Foster
Creek and Back River. Couples Joseph and Jane
Thorogood, Abraham and Marianne Fleury, Robert
and Sarah Howe and James and Margaret Moore
enjoyed no deep water frontage. They drained their
fields into shallow headwaters and reached their
properties by way of the convenient shallow ford
through Goose Creek that the Schenckingh cattlemen used to drive their herds to market.

The Hayes

he Hayes Plantation, on the headwaters of
Goose Creek, west and contiguous to Otranto,
is the original home of the Parker family. John
Parker, who emigrated from Jamaica in 1694/95,
received a warrant, but died before the grant was
issued. The warrant was subsequently conveyed to
his widow, 52 and their son John Parker became the
original owner of the successful 1,166-acre inland
rice plantation.53 Parker’s widow married John
Barker, immigrant of the Barker family, who 10
years hence received a 1,200-acre grant awarded to
John Barker’s son, Thomas. Brick House or Mar-

tindales was the name of the original plantation
settlement of the neighboring Barkers.54 The grand
Hayes estate conveyed to the oldest Parker male for
over 160 years.
Windsor Hill and Woodstock Plantations bounded
on The Hayes and each reaped grand fortunes from
inland rice fields on the backs of abundant slave
labor. By the dawn of the new century, the Goose
Creek and its headwaters were occupied and planted primarily with Goose Creek Men from Barbados or other Caribbean islands, all converts to the
imported Barbadian lifestyles.

15

The Hayes Plantation house on the headwaters of Goose Creek. The photograph is among the collections in the
Johnson Scrap Book, Volume I courtesy of the South Carolina Historical Society. Although records indicate that
the Parkers emigrated from Jamaica, the “Hayes” plantation is noted in Barbados on the right quarter of the
Ligon Map, in his book entitled, A true & exact history of the island of Barbados… London: 1673.

As immigrants occupied the last of the property
fronting deep fresh water, new arrivals sought
grand estates along the bold Cooper River that was

navigable for 24 miles to the “T,” where the river
branched toward the east and to the west for nearly
five more miles in each direction.
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A detail of a map drawn by Cartographer Herman Moll shows the eighteen-mile intersection at the center of the
image north of the parish church. The names of prominent Goose Creek Men including “Moor[e]” are given on
this 1732 map entitled, A New and Exact Map of the Dominions of the King of Great Britain… The map is among
the Wilson Special Collections Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Settlers arrived from every
island in the English Caribbean bearing names such as Beadon, Colleton, Daniel, Drayton, Fenwicke, Gibbes,
Godfrey, Ladson, Middleton, Moore, Schenckingh, and Yeamans of Barbados; Amory, Parris, Pickney, and Whaley
of Jamaica; Lucas, Motte, and Perry of Antigua; Lowndes and Rawlins of Saint Christopher’s; LaMotte of Grenada; and Woodward of Nevis. They were almost all of English descent, but they were English-West Indian, bearing
a harsh caste culture of the West Indies. Many names of the Goose Creek Men are shown on the Moll map and
regardless of their origin, these settlers were called “Barbadians” and “Goose Creek Men.”
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Some Manors on Ashley, Cooper, and Back Rivers

T

he imported Barbadian culture projected beyond Goose Creek to Back River and the Ashley and
Cooper Rivers. A warrant dated 1692 provided a grant for 2,100 acres, which was part of the 12,000
acres given to the Dutchman John D’Arrsens Seigneaur de Wernhant by the Lord Proprietors.56 He began construction of a home in 1688 on Back River, but died soon after his arrival, and his widow married
Thomas Smith of Barbados, who with the support of the Goose Creek Men later became Governor.57 Other
planters on Cooper River joined the Goose Creek Men and adopted their culture and politics. They erected
grand estates on Back River and Cooper River including Dean Hall, Fairlawn Barony, Mulberry Castle, Exeter, and more than a dozen more lining both sides of the waterways. The Cooper, Ashley and Back Rivers
became a bastion of fiercely loyal Goose Creek Men who adhered firmly to the imported Barbadian culture that permeated every day lives by the second decade of the 18th century.

The image shows
the unmatched
grounds and
pleasure gardens at
Middleton Place on
the Ashley River.
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John D’Arrsens Seigneaur de Wernhant settled a portion of the Back River area in 1688 and probably began the
first section of this brick house. Nine years later Landgrave Thomas Smith completed the first section of a house
touted as “the best brick house in all the Country.” It burned thoroughly in 1705 but was rebuilt with sections
added sequentially.55

Drayton Hall is of
Palladian architecture
and was one of several
plantation homes
beyond the tidal salt
line along the Ashley
River.
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A detail of a plat of 3,100 acres of Dean Hall Plantation in 1811 that Samuel A. Ruddock drew pursuant to the
request by Alexander Nesbit. The detail of that plat describes 20 “Negro Houses,” “Rice Barn,” and other
outbuildings and the Dean Hall Manor. Alexander Nesbitt received a 3,100-acre land grant on the Cooper River in
1720. He built a manor home and named it Dean Hall after his home in Dean, Scotland.

At left, in 1741 Mary Williams married
Henry Middleton, whose father
emigrated from Barbados and
established The Oaks Plantation on
Goose Creek. Henry’s older brother,
William, built Crowfield Plantation
earlier, but moved to England, leaving
Henry in charge of the family’s affairs
in South Carolina. Henry acquired
more land until he owned 20
plantations consisting of 50,000 acres
and 800 slaves.
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Pursuant to the request of Alexander Nesbit, Samuel A. Ruddock drew a description of 3,100 acres of Dean Hall
Plantation and its boundaries. This detail of the plat shows significant structures on the eastern and western
branch of the Cooper River including A: Edward Harleston Huger House; B: Daniel Harleston Huger House;
C: Cooper River “T” where the western and eastern branches converge; D: Balls [Elias] House; E: Dr. William
Reads House; F: Chapel [Strawberry]; G: Bath House; H: Strawberry Ferry; I: Dean Hall; J: Rice Fields; and
K: Vicinity of “old landing” [Durham Landing]. The plat is courtesy of the SCHS.
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In 1694, Sir John Colleton inherited all of his father’s (Sir Peter Colleton) property in Carolina, which in time he
conveyed to Thomas Broughton, a fierce and determined member of the Goose Creek Men. Thomas Broughton
built a house in the Jacobean baroque style and called it Mulberry Castle because of a bold stand of mulberry
trees planted in hopes of supporting silk production.

Goose
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history comes
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‘A Great Army of Slaves’

he Goose Creek Men controlled the colonial
government in 1692 when they ordained a
comprehensive slave code modeled, almost word
for word, after laws passed by the Barbadian assembly between 1661 and 1688. That slave code
was the most draconian statute for enforcing
slavery in the North American colonies, and legally
defined enslaved Africans as chattel property. The
Goose Creek Men were determined to maintain
the safety of whites in a black majority colony, and
in following years, further legislation provided
increasingly strict and violently enforced laws for
Africans in Carolina. Chattel slavery underpinned
the success of every plantation, and persistently
fomented worries of catastrophe that might spin
from that brutal system.
The Carolina lowcountry wealth depended on a
great army of slaves, and their harsh slave code
stood upon the fundamental belief that Africans
possessed “barbarous, wild, savage natures,” and
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consequently punishment for offenses were brutal
and unrelenting.58 The South Carolina slave laws
were designed to inject fear into the Africans so as
to suppress revolt.59
Greatly outnumbered by Africans in Goose Creek
and most of coastal Carolina, the European-Americans organized themselves into quasi-military
units, and trained regularly behind leaders who
touted honorary ranks such as “captain,” “colonel”
or “major.” Taverns standing every few miles along
the roadways served as militia bivouacs and a
picket line for law enforcement.60
Along the picket lines, grand avenues reached from
the main roads to access spacious homes and grand
gardens dotting the Carolina lowcountry during
the 50-year reign of the Goose Creek Men. That
dominant cadre of tenacious personalities rode at
the tip of the spear of the British Empire in North
America to forcibly spread their ethos throughout
all of Carolina.

At the Tip of the Spear

he Carolina Colony lay at the southern extreme
of British North America, and the unsettled
landmass that later became Georgia buffered the
English in Carolina from Spanish Florida, and
screened the French advancing from the Mississippi River. Each of the three expanding European
empires used their manufactured largess to buy
deer skins and animal hides. That trade leveraged
military alliances with native tribes. The Goose
Creek Men rode into that maelstrom at the tip of
the spear of the British Empire in North America.
Weapons for self-defense and tribal expansion
drove the alliances, and the Goose Creek Men
traded muskets, powder, and shot soon after their
arrival from Barbados. Eventually, the native tribes
depended upon weaponry and military alliances
with the Goose Creek Men for their sheer survival
in the increasingly hostile frontier.

As the three Atlantic empires converged in southeastern North America intent upon domination of
the vast continent, the proprietary owners of the
South Carolina Colony watched from England as
the Goose Creek Men repeatedly bivouacked at the
mouth of James Moore’s Boochawee Plantation
avenue at the Eighteen-Mile staging area in preparation for military jaunts into the disputed continent. For 50 years, the Goose Creek Men repelled
the expanding Spanish and French, and by so doing,
deeply implanted their Barbadian culture into
North America.
James Moore,61 leader of the Goose Creek Men
near the turn of the 18th century, employed brutal
non-relenting militarism ahead of European and
native allies to overwhelm the indigenous tribes
of the Carolina back country, Georgia and huge
swathes of Florida. He and his son, James, spread
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the essential elements of the Barbadian culture,
including political dominance, an ineradicable caste
system and violent expansion of control throughout
the conquered lands. Both men lived large, ruled
their demesnes insufferably, and repeatedly invaded the Carolina wilderness until they emerged the
most powerful duo in Carolina.62
James Moore was an educated and ambitious man
who emigrated from Ireland by way of Barbados
to work as the plantation overseer for Lady Margaret Yeamans. He served as her attorney and wed
Margaret Berringer, the governor’s stepdaughter.
Captain James Moore received property of his own
in 1683, when the governor awarded him a large
proprietary land grant consisting of 2,400 acres on
high ground between the Goose Creek and Foster
Creek wetlands.
James Moore and Lady Margaret Berringer erected
a settlement on their Boochawee land grant at
the terminus of their one-half mile avenue that
diverged from the highroad at the seventeen-mile
marker near the Goose Creek Bridge.63 There,
the Moores raised shelters for the family, slaves
and livestock, and began slashing and clearing the
surrounding dense wetland forests.64 The busiest “Indian Trail” into the back country skirted his
property, and James Moore immediately recognized
the opportunities and led pack horses into the back
country.
During the last decades of the 17th century, James
Moore and his neighbors parlayed their resources
to expand the profitable exchange to more affluent
Native American slave exchanges with the sugar
planters in the West Indies Islands.65 A primal fear
of Indians, a desperate shortage of labor, as well
as a biblical sense of entitlement coalesced in all
of the North American colonies resulting in the
enslavement of great hordes of Native Americans.
The colonists ultimately considered the persistent
conflict as the “civilized” English suppressing the
“savage” natives. However, James Moore carried
the native conquest to unmatched levels of expansion and brutality. He coalesced some tribes, and
brutally forced other indigenous Native American
tribes into proxy armies that expanded the West
Indies slave-based culture deeper into the Carolina

wilderness until the influence of the Goose Creek
Men reached the Appalachian Mountains.
Initially, the Lord Proprietors of Carolina supported James Moore’s armed forays into the Carolina
frontier and encouraged the irascible militarist to
explore and expand English trade with the Native American. For example, in 1690, James Moore
journeyed up the Savannah River into Cherokee
country, crossed the Appalachian summit and initiated a flourishing exchange with the Cherokee. The
following year, he and allied Native American tribes
invaded Spanish Florida and destroyed a significant mission on the Suwannee River, much to the
applauds of the distant proprietors. Moore continued to reach deeper into the continent, greatly
unsettling international relations, and alarming the
English overseers.
With his robust native allies, Moore undertook
more ambitious ventures in pursuit of conquest
and subjugation of the Native Americans. He and
his sons sought fortunes in direct opposition to the
will of the English authorities. Consequently, during
the 1690s, the Lords Proprietors attempted to dismiss James Moore Sr. from their governing council
for enslaving great numbers of natives.66 Nonetheless, Moore persisted to sell Native Americans and
in defiance of orders from the Lord Proprietors, he
departed in pursuit of gold in the mountains. Although he returned empty-handed, that sortie and
more expeditions during the 1690s spun his celebrity to mythical proportions and propelled him
to the office of Governor of Carolina in 1700. From
that lofty office he unmercifully ruled the heartland
and reaped thousands more native souls to sell to
ship captains bound for the merciless sugar islands.
In 1701, shortly after his assent to the governor’s
office, Governor Moore sent his oldest son, James
Jr., to depart along the Road to Dorchester until he
skirted above the headwaters of the Ashley River
and veered south toward Florida. There he led an
unsuccessful siege of the Spanish fortress in St.
Augustine, Florida.67
Having failed to take St. Augustine in 1702, James
Moore Jr., in the waning weeks of 1703, assembled
riders to team with Captain James Berringer,
Moores’ neighbor. James Berringer underwrote a
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The diorama in Ocmulgee National Monument depicts Colonel James Moore departing the Ocmulgee trading-post
near modern day Macon, Georgia. He is depicted returning with Native American slaves from his assault in
Spanish Florida. In the diorama, Moore is atop his mount in the left foreground facing Wateree Jack, his Native
American “war captain” sitting astride his horse at the mid-right margin.

dozen European and many more native mercenaries to accompany him and the governor into the
wilderness. Each of Berringer’s men arrived astride
fresh ponies, tugging loaded packhorses, and flush
with thoughts of fame and fortune. Two weeks
hence, in the higher backcountry, an unknown
assailant on a nondescript skirmish field knocked
Berringer from his steed and slew him.68 This singular murder was insignificant and not unexpected
from time to time, but in subsequent years, reprising violence steadily increased until full-scale native uprisings thrust the Goose Creek Men into war
for control of an increasingly unstable frontier. 69
Nevertheless, the following year (1704) Moore
invaded western Florida with 50 Englishmen and

1,000 Creek Indians, resulting in the “Apalachee
Massacre.” He defeated the Spaniards and 400
Apalachee, after which Moore’s troops pillaged and
destroyed all but one of the 14 Franciscan missions
and enslaved approximately 1,400 Christian Native
Americans.
The Apalachee were the last powerful Spanish-allied Indian nation in the region. Their defeat sent
thousands of Apalachee to the West Indies and the
collapse of the native defense in Florida. During the
following years, Carolinian and Indian slave raiders
decimated the Indian population of Florida all the
way to the Florida Keys.
James Moore’s victory in Spanish Florida was
hailed as a significant accomplishment for Carolina,
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which fought the Spanish for control of the region
for decades. It also strengthened alliances with the
Creek and Cherokee tribes, thus sealing English
dominance in the American southeast, but haunting
a few of the moralists.
The Goose Creek Men treated their slaves like fixed
possessions not unlike cattle or mules as they did
in Barbados, but the harsh treatment affronted
moral men such as Francis LeJau, the Anglican minister in Goose Creek. LeJau reported to his superi-
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ors in London, “I hear that our Confederate Indians
are now sent to war by our traders to get slaves.”
The priest rued “the Bloody Wars” and dolefully
watched as traders with “100s of these poor souls”
trudged past his parsonage, near the Goose Creek
Bridge,70 but his protests failed to trump the pursuit of fortunes, and subsequent generations expanded the Barbadian ethos across great swathes
of subtropical North America until it tainted the
ethos of all of the southern states.71

Barbadian Lifestyle

mmigrants from France arrived in Carolina during the reign of the Goose Creek Men. They soon
adopted the Barbadian lifestyles and allied politically with the men from Goose Creek, to advance
mutual goals of wealth and power.72 An early
French immigrant, Abraham Fleury Sieur de la
Plaine and his brother, Isaac, emigrated from Tours,
France to South Carolina during political unrest and
religious persecution in Europe. Abraham arrived
in the province in 168073 and eventually settled
in the Ladson area where he acquired 830 acres of
wetland and high ground.74 His tract on the headwaters of Goose Creek suited grazing and agriculture, encouraging a cohort of French Protestants
to settle near him and transplant a robust French
neighborhood.75
Benjamin Marion, grandfather of the famous
patriot Francis Marion, settled a long and narrow
tract between Fleury’s land and the Goose Creek
shallows in 1692.76 He received 50 acres of land for
each adult he brought to Carolina and the proprietary overseers counted servants and slaves as
members of the family.
Whereas, Benjamin Marion hath made it appear yt
he hath at his proper cost and charge imported into
the province of Carolina seven persons, aged above
sixteen years, to plant and inhabit in ye sd province,
named Benjamin Marion, Judith, his wife, Andrew
Dealean, Madeleine Bulnatt, Mary and Nicholas,
servants, Toby, and Rosa, a negro woman, and per-

sons under yt age mentioned, ye names of all which
persons were registered in ye Secretary’s office,
within fourteen days after their arrival in ye province
aforesaid.77
Isaac Porcher, patriarch of another ancient South
Carolina family, owned contiguous lands west of
Fleury and more nearby French settlers included
Jean Bosseau, James Francis Gignilliat, Abraham
Dupont, Francis Guerin, Pierre Dassex (Dasseau),
John Filbean and Charles Franchehomme with their
wives and children. Finally, Peter Bacot built Cherry
Hill Plantation on Fleury’s northern border.78
Initially, the greatest number of French immigrants
clustered in Ladson,79 but after the first farmers
claimed the highly-valued irrigated properties, others sought land 10 miles west, along the Cypress/
Wassamassaw flow-way. Within 30 years, many
located farther inland to French Quarter Creek, a
small waterway emptying into the east branch of
the Cooper River. Others settled potential rice lands
along the upper Santee River, assigning “French
Santee” as the common moniker for that significant
section.
Abraham Fleury Sieur de la Plaine remained in
Ladson to develop an enviable estate. He planted
grapevines and built arbors with the hope of tying
his dreams to those of the Lord Proprietors who
envisioned new world vineyards to rival those of
France and Spain. He also planted rows of olive
trees imported at the urging of the proprietors, and
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Cartographers Emanuel Bowen and Thomas Bowen noted “French Refugees,” along the Santee River section of
this map, entitled, A Map of the British American Plantations extending from Boston in New England to Georgia,
including all the back Settlements in the respective Provinces, as far as the Mississippi, 1754, London. The map
is courtesy of the North Carolina Outer Banks History Center.

experimented with citrus seedlings, planting them
on the southern exposure of his aging cabin. As he
searched for more fruits of subtropical Carolina, he
erected earthen dikes and drained hundreds of wet
acres for rice fields. With his profits, he brought the
first Africans to Ladson.
Great opportunities sprawled before his cabin
door when his first experiments with rice farming returned currency from ship captains merely
20 miles away. The soil, the abundant rain, and the
shallow wetlands with its gradual grade portended
a great moneymaking opportunity, if he found sufficient labor to shape the land, sow the seed and
harvest the precious grain.

Planters struggled to find adequate labor for
developing their sprawling estates, and Fluery was
no exception. He brought four indentured servants
with him to Carolina 12 years before, but they did
not accompany them to Ladson, and other European immigrants seldom hired out but sought
their own land and opportunities. No one kept
wily natives against their will.80 Thus, during the
next winter, he ventured to Charleston to purchase
imported laborers from Africa. He marched the four
men and two women to his expanding settlement
where he put them to work erecting humble shacks
and a communal cooking pit.
The moral leap from funding ship passage for
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A detail of a plat drawn
by John Purcell of the
Fleury Plantation in 1785
indicates a main avenue
aligned with 12 slave
cabins entering a
settlement zone with a
main house and several
out buildings. A pleasure
garden with significant
size trees are indicated
behind the main house.
H.A.M. Smith traced the
original plat. The tracing
is among the collections
of The South Carolina
Historical Society in
Charleston.

hopeful Europeans to purchasing African slaves
was not difficult for Abraham Fleury. Europeans
commonly exchanged temporary labor for passage
to the New World, and all parties usually benefited
from the arrangement. At first, some envisioned
entering into indentured agreements with Africans,
as was successfully employed in some places north
of Virginia, but the great demand for labor in Carolina, and prevailing practices in Africa dashed those
intentions. African tribes captured and enslaved
humans on the “dark continent” for thousands of
years and usually indebted their captive lives until
death. Consequently, the African captors did not
sell temporary indentured labor to ship captains
for passage to America, but instead conveyed lifetime contracts. Thus, many bound souls arrived in
Carolina without any hope of freedom as Abraham
Fleury and his neighbors purchased African slaves
and tied their fortunes to lifetime arrangements.
French Huguenots refused to comply with the hierarchical structure of the Catholic Church in France,
and the immigrants to Carolina transplanted their
anti-establishment religious philosophy in Lad-

son. At first, they worshipped in their cabins as in
their European homes, but soon erected a tiny log
sanctuary on the Road to Dorchester, one-quarter
mile east of its merger with the Road to Ladson.
They built that little sanctuary on land owned by
Abraham Fleury, but typically referred to it as the
“French Church between two rivers,” indicating its
proximity to the Ashley and the Cooper Rivers.81
James Francis Gignilliat resided approximately one
mile south of the sanctuary and served as the minister for the French Assembly. Titled “clark [clerk],”
he kept the church records, such as burials, marriages and baptisms, and was the only official of
that frontier sanctuary, as the congregants faithfully
supported the little house of prayer. For example,
Antoine Prudhomme bequeathed a foundation for
the support of the poor, “which assembles at Gouscrick [sic].” 82 In spite of their efforts to support the
French church, members assimilated quickly into
the Goose Creek Men dominated colony, and within
30 years of Fleury’s arrival, the Ladson Huguenots
joined the nearby St. James, Goose Creek Parish
congregation that met near the Goose Creek Bridge.
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Francis LeJau, a French-born Anglican minister, led
that congregation and successfully joined the Ladson Protestants to his congregation.
The French nested in the cradle of the Deep South
and applied the prevailing norms to advance their
pursuit of fortunes as did the ones from Barbados.
“Whether English or French in origin,”83 planters of
the Deep South embraced the idea that they were

descendants of the vaulted Normans, and it was
their responsibility to rule over the crass AngloSaxon and Celts subclasses. Within 20 years, most
French immigrant families elevated to the vaulted
propertied caste, joined the Anglican Church and
supported the Goose Creek Men in their political
endeavors to control the society and garner greater
riches.

St. James Goose Creek Church and Parish

T

he Barbadians did not cite religious reasons
for relocating to Carolina, nor did they appear
to be religiously motivated as were other immigrants such as those who settled New England.
Carolina, uniquely in the annals of English colonization in North America, emerged without a clerical
presence or any religious overtones. In Carolina,
there was no John Winthrop, John Cotton, Thomas
Hooker, or Roger Williams, who brought the Christian Gospel to New England. Lord Ashley’s lack
of enthusiasm for the established church and the
corresponding official countenancing of toleration
undoubtedly translated into proprietary reticence
to involve religious affairs in Carolina.84 Consequently, there were no clergymen in Carolina until
1695, 25 years after the first contingency landed in
Charles Towne.85
Nonetheless, the Goose Creek Men embraced the
Anglican Church as a symbol of the ruling establishment and as a tool through which to disenfranchise
non-Anglicans from participatory government.
In 1706, the Goose Creek Men initiated and successfully ordained the so called “Church Act” to
establish 10 tax supported parishes, and provide a
monopoly on ecclesiastical and state offices. Subsequent to that political success, the Goose Creek Men
erected an elegant St. James, Goose Creek Parish
Church and two “Chapels of Ease” for the convenience of far flung families throughout the large

parish.
Religious domination provided the Deep South
elite in Carolina access to great English Universities
and boarding schools, typically unavailable to the
Puritans, Quakers, and so-called dissenters not associated with the overpowering Goose Creek elite.
The French immigrants aligned with the Anglicans
and absorbed into the grand society and soon
embraced the gentrification status of descendants
of the French Normans who, like William the Conqueror, lorded over the crude underclass.86
The Goose Creek Men embraced the Anglican
Church as another established institution sanctioned by the King of England and the Proprietors,
and although the exceedingly progressive Fundamental Constitution granted religious freedom to
all but Catholics, the Goose Creek Men overturned
that proviso by granting a monopoly to all church
and state offices for themselves.
The Church Act of 1706 established the parish
electoral system that was the basis for the political decision-making in the decades leading to the
American Revolution. The parishes were political,
as well as ecclesiastical subdivisions and the Parish of St. James, Goose Creek, like the other South
Carolina parishes, conducted elections to send
representatives to the House of Assembly. The
churchwarden, appointed by the Governor and
Council, acted as the election manager who posted
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St. James Goose Creek is one of the earliest Georgian churches in the English colonies. It is a small, compact,
rectangular one-story structure with stucco covered brick walls, and a slate jerkinhead roof. The round arched
windows of the church are protected by exterior wooden shutters and framed by plaster architraves adorned
with cherub’s heads. The corners feature large quoins, and a small stucco cornice adorns the eaves line.

Ornamental plaster casting
graces the altar in the St. James,
Goose Creek Church.
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A spiral stair accesses the altar
featuring an overhead sounding
board in the St. James, Goose Creek
Church.

the public notice of the election on the door of the
parish church two Sundays before, and notified the
persons elected by attaching their names to the
same door. 87 During those years Benjamin Coachman, Robert Hume, Gideon Dupont, Charles Faucheraud, William Wood, Zachariah Villeponteaux
and Richard Gough served as churchwardens. The
several French surnames are obvious.
Sadly, four years after the “Church Act” brought

sanctioned morality to the Carolina plantation society, Thomas Walduck, a sea captain in Barbadoes,
penned a brutal reminder:
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Barbados Isle inhabited by Slaves
and for one honest man ten thousand knaves.
Religion to thee’s a Ramantick [sic] Storey [sic]
Barbarity and ill got wealth thy glory…88

Carolina Culture Taints the New World
T
he Goose Creek Men were militarized, caste
structured, differential to authority and aggressively expansionistic. From their cultural cradle in
Goose Creek, they expanded their business with
buccaneers and pirates, and extended their trade
north into sparsely settled eastern North Carolina
and south into Georgia.
The Goose Creek Men routinely rowed crafts or
sailed sloops with ebbing tides to Charleston Harbor. In the harbor, planters and traders exchanged
directly with ship captains lying at anchor a hundred or more yards off the wharves. Typically, ship
captains offered better barter rates than merchant
middlemen, and “friendly” buccaneers preyed upon
the galleons of the hated Spanish, and sometimes
paid silver dollars, called “pieces of eight” for kegs
of potable water, barrels of meat, all types of fresh
country produce and naval stores. Also, deck hands
hoisted aboard menageries of live poultry, sheep,
and pigs that cluttered the battle deck of the outsailing ship, as it glided upon an ebbing tide to
disappear below the horizon.
The colonials sought the versatile silver coins to
supplement the rare local currency, and as a consequence, the unsanctioned pirate trade persisted
unabated for years, adding value to the coastal
economy by profiting planters and herdsmen,
which contributed to virtually every business in
Charleston.
Edward Beard, who later adopted the alias Edward
Teach (Thatch) and the nom de guerre, “Blackbeard
the Pirate,” intimately knew Charleston and especially Goose Creek, where he was born and fleshed
into manhood.89 Before he and other second sons
of Goose Creek planters departed for abundant
and untilled land in North Carolina, Edward Beard
resided in the Back River watershed on a versatile
track northeast of Thorogood Plantation.90 From
there, he became intimately familiar with the
Charleston waterways and frequented the interconnecting rivers, exchanging precious coins, presumably stolen from the hated papists, for products of
the flourishing plantations.

In 1706, South Carolina Governor James Moore Sr.
bequeathed his large Boochawee Plantation to his
10 children. He intentionally violated the protocols
of entail and primogeniture, which required that
estates be devised entirely to the eldest son. His
aberrant last testament (1700) cited Margaret, his
wife, and 10 children as recipients of shares of all of
his real and personal estate. Margaret received the
plantation at Wassamasaw, as well as some slaves
and two “Indian men.” The oldest son, James Moore
Jr., acquired two-ninths of Boochawee, amounting
to less than 500 acres. The other sons and daughters each obtained a one-ninth share of the remaining land.
The inherited sections of Boochawee eventually
cleaved to neighboring plantations through sale
transactions or through transfers of dowry when
the daughters joined their property with spouses.
All except the eldest of the Moore sons sold their
inherited Boochawee tracts and sought new plantations in North Carolina.91 Maurice Moore and
brothers, Roger and Nathaniel, purchased land and
built plantations along the Cape Fear River in North
Carolina. They connected by marriage, and a strong
clan of planters, traders, and merchants called “the
family” emerged.92
A tourist in 1733 noted that Roger Moore was
“…the chief gentleman in all Cape Fear…his house
is made of brick…” 93 The traveler noted that Roger
Moore’s brother accompanied him to a neighboring plantation where he lodged at “Captain Gibbes,”
another Goose Creek transplant, “adjoining Mr.
Moore’s.” 94
The next day the traveler dined with “Mr. John
Davis,” 95 a Goose Creek planter who married into
the Moore clan. That sojourner commented that
Davis’ Rocky Point was the “finest place in all Cape
Fear.” He continued, “there are several very worthy
gentlemen settled there particularly Col. Maurice
Moore, Captain Herne (another Goose Creek name),
John Swan, and several others.” 96 The “family”
was renowned throughout both Carolinas for their
wealth, success and influence. Remarkably, the
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Moore family imported over 4,000 slaves into the
Carolinas, many assigned to their extensive plantations in and about the Cape Fear area of what later
became North Carolina.
Edward Beard, son of James Beard Sr., also sought
plantation land on the eastern shores of North
Carolina. There, Beard associated with the aforementioned Cape Fear families including Robert
Howe,97 another second son of the prosperous
Goose Creek family of the famed Howe Hall Plantation. There, Job Howe, another Barbadian immigrant, established a prominent homestead in Goose
Creek.98 Edward Beard in North Carolina engaged
with the sons of the Goose Creek Men. Under those
lucrative circumstances, the provincial authorities
neglected to enforce mercantile laws of the empire,
and persistently ignored the local trade ordinances.
Eventually, every businessman in Carolina consorted somehow in the illegal “smuggling” business and
combined his Native American trading profits with
bounties from his fields to sate willing buyers in the
harbor, until the numerous clandestine exchanges
enriched him grandly.
By the second decade of the 18th century, sons of
the original Goose Creek Men imbedded the West
Indian-type slave culture in North Carolina as did
their fathers in South Carolina.99 When the well-organized Tuscarora tribe rebelled in North Carolina
in 1712, South Carolina Governor Charles Craven
ordered Goose Creek Man, Colonel John Barnwell,
to ride to the rescue of the younger sons in North
Carolina.
Notwithstanding the poorly led and under supplied troupe, they “defeated with great slaughter” a
large number of “hostiles,” sending Barnwell home
to a throng of well-wishers.100 The following year,
Colonel James Moore II, with eight subordinate
commanders, charged into the Tuscarawas village
of Neoheroka, North Carolina, killing and capturing a thousand indigenous souls, and substantially
quelling the resistance.
Peace returned and the frontier quieted for a
while, but the quell was short-lived when subsequent forays by the Goose Creek Men and other
traders of every stripe persistently pressed the
natives until two dozen aggrieved tribes rose up in

the spring of 1715, determined to drive every nonindigenous soul from South Carolina. The defeat of
those allied natives in the so-called Yemassee War
threw open the South and North Carolina interior
to the invading Barbadian lifestyle that persistently
reached across the mountains of Carolina and
south to Georgia.
A cadre of prominent social reformers from England sought to send the urban poor from London
and other English cities to North America. Their
idealistic plans banned slavery, alcohol and lawyers, and contained practical motives to advance
the British realm. A populated Georgia could project the English Empire farther west and south
to create a buffer thwarting French and Spanish
expansionist designs. Furthermore, a populated
Georgia could intercept runaway slaves in pursuit
of Spanish Florida, and lowly immigrants from the
crowded streets of London and other grand cities could pose as “arrow catchers” against hostile
Creek and other tribes.
Various development schemes advocated silkworm and naval store production, but the earliest intention of the founders to provide a colony
for hardworking English laborers failed. Carolina
planters pushed south into Georgia, and they, as
well as “lowly” immigrants from the urban centers,
sought slaves to relieve them of the most menial
and unpleasant tasks necessary for labor-intensive
rice, cotton and indigo plantations.
In the 1740s and 1750s, South Carolinians seized
control of Georgia’s government, and channeled
the preferred planting grounds to themselves and
their allies. Subsequently, they installed a strict
Barbadian style slave code, and the coastal plantations transformed into a Georgian cultural cradle
closely resembling the Goose Creek model that
engulfed Charleston and all of Carolina. Georgia did
not become a farmer’s utopia, but an extension of
the Barbadian “slaveocracy” that emerged in Goose
Creek to overwhelm Carolina, North Carolina and
Georgia.
The Deep South culture persistently spread in pursuit of more cotton fields, and without competing
interests, it pushed to Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and beyond.
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A Lasting Influence

ithin the first 50 years of settlement, wealthy
families composed 25 percent of the white
population in the Carolina Colony, and Africans
accounted for nearly 80 percent of the entire count
in Goose Creek. Consequently, to avoid the base
existence of bound workers, and escape the sweltering heat on the plantations, the Goose Creek Men
invested heavily in diversionary pursuits near the
harbor breezes of Charleston.
The landed gentry persistently distanced themselves from common people by entertaining
neighbors and family friends at their town homes
in Charleston during the hot and sickly (malaria)
months, and in their rural plantation homes and
gardens during the cooler seasons. No propertied
individual stooped to visit a tavern or socialize in
any manner with one of a lower caste, and no one
traveled with as much style as William Middleton,
the oldest son of Arthur of The Oaks Plantation, and
great-grandson of Benjamin, the Barbadian patriarch. He traveled in unmatched penance, behind
four thoroughbred steeds and atop a four-wheeled
chaise, “neatly carved and gilt, lined with crimson
coffroy [?] [and] iron axletrees…” 101 The seasonal
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migration of the gentile families to Charleston
from their planting lands prompted one observer
to compare Goose Creek planters to London merchants at “Hampstead or Newington Green.” 102
Goose Creek persisted as the cradle of the Deep
South throughout the reign of the Goose Creek Men
(1670-1720), as their lifestyles transplanted firmly
into urbanizing Charleston. In Charleston, their ignoble culture increasingly blazed. Charleston shone
as a port and a huge market with shops flushed
with current fashions from Europe. It also filled
with entertainments of varying distractions, such
as punch houses, gambling halls, race tracks, game
rooms and brothels.
By the mid-18th century, as the influence of the
Goose Creek Men waned, Charleston leaders assumed greater control of the colonial government. Notwithstanding the loss of dominance,
indelible reminders of the era of the Goose Creek
Men, including the unmitigated aristocracy of the
propertied class, adherence to the Norman heraldry, slavery and insurmountable castes, persisted
throughout the 18th century, the American Revolution, Civil War and unto modern times.

Aristocracy

teepbrook plantation in Goose Creek was the
unabashed epitome of aristocratic lifestyle in
Carolina. The story of Steepbrook Plantation, the
country home of the richest aristocrat in North
America, begins with Judith Giton, a young refugee
from France who fled her homeland in 1685 with
her mother and two brothers to avoid religious persecution.103 Walking to Holland with no resources
except fierce determination, she and her family
found their way to England and from there sailed to
the Carolina Colony. Judith lost her mother to “spotted fever” on the sea voyage, and her brother Pierre
died while working as an indentured servant in the

new world, because, she lamented, “We worked
the ground, like a slave… [and he] was not fitted to
the harsh work…” She and her remaining brother,
Louis completed the 18-month servitude contract
that paid for the last leg of their passage to Charleston, where both embarked upon new lives. Louis
disappeared from public record shortly after his
arrival, but Judith persisted and ascended as one of
the new-world ancestors of the Manigault dynasty
of South Carolina. Their showcase rice plantation
on Goose Creek called “Steepbrook” became the
favorite rural retreat of the wealthy Manigault clan.
There, the family vanguards of Atlantic businesses
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George Roupell painted an image entitled, Mr. Peter Manigault and His Friends. It depicts Manigault and dinner
guests at his sumptuous Steepbrook dining hall on Goose Creek around the 1750s. The painting is on display in
the Winterhur Museum.

and architects of American edifices and institutions lived, loved and labored through the colonial
era, into the heady days of revolution, and onto the
formative years of the new republic.
The Manigault family labor and genius returned
unmatched fortunes until they emerged among the
richest in Carolina, and Peter Manigault, reigning
from Steepbrook Plantation in Goose Creek, ascended as the wealthiest man in North America. He
amassed a net worth of £32,737.8 sterling, which
is almost $3,000,000 in today’s currency. Excluding
Peter Manigault, the richest man in North America

was a northerner with less than one-half the wealth
of the Goose Creeker. 104
The wealthy class in Carolina was exceptionally
numerous, comprising a quarter of the white population by mid-century and impatiently ignoring the
remaining 75 percent of the black slaves and white
laborers. One observer noted, “Their whole lives
are one continued race in which everyone is endeavoring to distance all behind them…” 105
From 1720 to 1745, the population of the Goose
Creek Parish increased by 789 people, but most
of the escalation resulted from the growing slave
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Charles Fraser produced the above image entitled, Mr. Manigault’s Seat at Goose Creek, 1802. The image is taken
from his A Charleston Sketchbook, 1796-1806.

population. While the Caucasian population
dropped 25% due to planters leaving marginal
and exhausted lands for fertile fields in the west,
the slave numbers increased by 924 souls (45%)
during that 25-year span.106 By 1745, almost 90%
of the population in the Goose Creek Parish was in
bondage with 70% of the slaves residing on large
plantations with more than 50 slaves each.107 Near
mid-century, the St. James, Goose Creek Parish approached its apogee of prosperity vaulting South
Carolina as the most prosperous of the British colo-
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nies in North America.108
The Charleston District, which included the Goose
Creek Parish, was exceedingly wealthy and no other
area in North America compared to the personal affluence. The second wealthiest area, Anne Arundel
County, Maryland, boasted a mean wealth merely
28% of the mean private wealth of inventoried
estates in Charleston. 109
By comparison to the mean, Goose Creek planters,
as a whole were the wealthiest in the Charleston
District.110

English Heraldry

uring the decades prior to the American
Revolution, leading Carolina families touted
their family ties to grand ancestries in England, and
commonly displayed the crescent cadence of the
second son. The crescent moon was long associated with multiplicities of meaning before it transferred to English heraldry.111 The ancient symbol
emblazed the predominant religious faith in the

near east, leading the Greeks, Ottoman, Turks, and
Islamic warriors to identify with the crescent, and
crusaders carried the symbol home as an emblem
of Christianity, chivalry, and courage.
British patriarchs worked “a crescent dexter” into
their family heraldry to identify the second-son
rank within the extended family. The Goose Creek
Men aptly touted that symbol because most of them
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Major Francis Marion and Colonel
William Moultrie served in the Second
South Carolina Regiment at the start of
the Revolutionary War. They employed
a crescent moon helmet insignia. The
image shows Francis Marion bearing
the regimental colors and insignia.

hailed as second sons from England or Barbados.
As talk of revolution swirled, a loyalist regiment
called the Queen’s Rangers adopted the crescent
for its regimental badge, and two South Carolina
Regiments wore blue uniforms with light infantry
helmets blazoned with silver crescents.112 William
Moultrie, a younger son of a younger son, was born
and reared in the St. James, Goose Creek Parish
after the reign of the Goose Creek Men, but he replicated the symbol of the second son that was long
vaulted by the bygone leaders of his birthplace.
In 1775, the Revolutionary Council of Safety asked
Colonel William Moultrie to design a flag for the
South Carolina troops to use during the Revolutionary War. Moultrie’s design included the blue of the
militia’s uniforms and the crescent moon of yesteryears.
The flag flew first at Fort Johnson. William Moultrie designed a dark blue flag and explicitly de-

scribed the banner in heraldic terms with a “crescent in the dexter corner,” when he wrote:
A little time after we were in possession of Fort
Johnson, it was thought necessary to have a flag for
the purpose of signals: (as there was no national or
state flag at that time) I was desired by the council
of safety to have one made, upon which, as the state
troops were clothed in blue, and the fort was garrisoned by the first and second regiments, who
wore a silver crescent on the front of their caps; I had
a large blue flag made with a crescent in the dexter
corner, to be in uniform with the troops ...113
With the crescent moon, the South Carolina flag
silently hails the second sons of England, many who
sailed first to Barbados and later transplanted in
the fertile soils of Goose Creek, where, the Goose
Creek Men dominated Carolina and infused the
Barbadian culture during its most formative period
of traditional development.
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Slavery

t the close of the American Revolution, Charleston, South Carolina, was the wealthiest city in
the new nation, with the highest per-capita wealth
among whites and the largest number of enslaved
residents. However, the abrupt departure from the
British Empire and the demise of multiple advantages of its naval protection and world markets
caused many to shun the old lifestyles of the Goose
Creek Men as anachronistic systems that no longer
applied to the birthplace of southern culture. Some
suggested that the problems wrought by a seemingly anachronistic slavocracy could somehow be
loosed from its Gordian knot, but a Connecticut
Yankee drastically altered the economic and political landscape and reincarnated the Barbadian
lifestyles from Carolina to Texas.
After Eli Whitney invented the cotton gin, cultivation of that wonder fiber rapidly spread throughout
the subtropical south. Huge demands of labor re-
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incarnated the most salient elements of the Barbadian ethos. By 1830, “Southerners increasingly
celebrated the practice [of slavery] and championed it across the continent; finding endorsement
in history, culture and the Christian Bible.” 114 Slavery was no longer a seething embarrassment, but
a cause for southern pride. Political leaders such
as John C. Calhoun touted slavery unabashedly, and
some Southern Baptists and Methodists church
leaders found justification for bondage in the King
James Bible, citing:
Ham sinned, and a curse came upon Canaan. The
Hamites were condemned to be hewers of wood and
drawers of water. 115
The Hebrew word for Ham means “hot,” referencing the climate that created the blackness of
the skin of the Negro… Egypt is called “the land of
Ham” from which the Egyptians, Africans and other
ethnic groups descended.

Castes

resbyterians such as Reverend Fred A. Ross D.D.
penned in 1857 that “slavery, like all evils, has
its corresponding and greater good,” 116 encouraging Deep Southerners to hold firmly to the souls of
their founding fathers, and onto their vaulted caste.
Thus, in many congregations, as the drumbeat for
civil war quickened, attendees listened to sermons
that reaffirmed the culture of their ancestors and
read articles touting the superiority of their Norman race.
The Deep South leading journalist penned that
southerners belonged to a master Norman race
separate from the Anglo-Saxons of the north. He
asserted the caste beliefs of the Goose Creek Men
from Barbados, explaining that the Normans, Huguenots, Jacobites 117 and Cavaliers,118 who settled
the south, naturally hated the Puritans of the north.
He claimed, “The former are master races [and] the
later a slave race, the descendants of Saxon serfs…

who came from the cold and marshy regions where
man is little more than a cold-blooded amphibious
biped.” 119
Cotton agriculture pushed the plantation oligarchy
across the sub-tropical south and north to southern Missouri and west to eastern Texas, gaining
population, economic influence and congressional
representation. Notwithstanding the fiery message from leading preachers and journalists of that
day, the expansion of cotton politics and ideologies
halted after 40 years, greatly upsetting southerners
of every stripe. Southerners especially feared that
the Federal Government might criminalize slavery.
The fears drove near panic and fueled outlandish
plans to annex Mexico and sections of South America. Others advocated creating a great slaveocracy
in the Caribbean with Cuba at its center, erringly
recasting the Barbadians and other islanders into
their eccentric plans.120
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Deep South Culture Today

he horrors of Civil War, and the pitfalls of
Reconstruction and Jim Crow in Carolina
sprung divergent forces that collided throughout the 20th century unto a new era where men
like South Carolina Senator Tim Scott epitomizes
southern success after 300 years of struggles.
Senator Scott stated in an address on the Senate
floor in the summer of 2016: “In the Deep South,
with a provocative racial history, the voters of
the First Congressional District of South Carolina
– a heavily white district, the home of the birth-

place of the Civil War – elected the grandson of
a man who picked cotton … over the children of
a former United States senator and presidential
candidate, Strom Thurmond, and a very popular
governor.” 121
Born within the boundaries of the ancient St.
James, Goose Creek Parish, Senator Scott is the
Goose Creek Man of the modern era, one with immense responsibilities, who takes guidance from
the bitter past, and employs those salient tools to
construct a brilliant future for the entire nation.

A historic marker entitled “The Goose Creek Men”
stands boldly near the front door of City Hall for the
City of Goose Creek, South Carolina. The sign
immortalizes that bold cadre of emigrants from
Barbados who set the stage in Goose Creek to import, implant and extend the culture of the
Deep South.

T

Poignant Lessons

he founding fathers of the Deep South arrived in the Carolina Colony in 1670 and soon pushed inland
to claim great swathes of arable soil spanning Goose Creek. The Goose Creek Men implanted the
brutal Barbadian slave-based culture that eventually tainted all of the southern colonies in British North
America. The Barbadian slave-based traditions that were conceived in England, and born in Caribbean
sugar islands, arose from its cradle in Goose Creek, South Carolina. That culture survived the American
Revolution and bitter Civil War to degenerate unto the waning decades of the 20th century. Today, we recall the Goose Creek Men and their poignant lessons that persistently resonate. Thankfully, most employ
those lessons today, to bind our hearts and carry us optimistically through the newest century.
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